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CAN YOU DIAGNOSE ME NOW? A PROPOSAL TO MODIFY THE FDA’S REGULATION OF SMARTPHONE MOBILE HEALTH APPLICATIONS WITH A PRE-MARKET NOTIFICATION AND APPLICATION DATABASE PROGRAM

Stephen McInerney*

 Advances in mobile technology continually create new possibilities for the future of medical care. Yet these changes have also created concerns about patient safety. Under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has the authority to regulate a broad spectrum of products beyond traditional medical devices like stethoscopes or pacemakers. The regulatory question is not if the FDA has the statutory authority to regulate health-related software, but rather how it will exercise its regulatory authority. In September 2013, the FDA published Final Guidance on Mobile Medical Applications; in it, the Agency limited its oversight to a small subset of medical-related mobile applications, referred to as “mobile medical applications.” For the Final Guidance to be effective, the FDA must continue to work directly with all actors—including innovators, doctors, and patients as the market for mobile health applications continues to develop. This Note argues that the FDA should adopt a two-step plan—a pre-market notification program and a mobile medical application database—to aid in the successful implementation of its 2013 Final Guidance. By doing so, the FDA will ensure that this burgeoning market can reach its fullest potential.
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INTRODUCTION

After being told by her local doctor that she simply suffered from anxiety, Mary was at a loss as to why she still felt sick.¹ Traditionally, Mary’s only option would be to seek a second opinion from another physician. Instead, she turned to a mobile application: HealthTap+. Mary spent two hours on HealthTap+, at which point a doctor who contributed to the site suggested her condition may be a blocked artery.² She soon saw a cardiology specialist, who confirmed the diagnosis and inserted a coronary stent, which may have saved Mary’s life.³

Mary’s story is not unique. More and more people turn to their smartphones and medical-related applications, or mobile health applications for medical advice. The use of mobile health applications is revolutionizing healthcare delivery, both helping doctors treat patients outside of traditional healthcare settings and helping consumers manage their own health. A recent survey of the mobile application market shows at least 40,000 available medical-related apps, with a market size in 2013 estimated at $6.3 billion.⁴ By 2018, the market size is projected to grow to a staggering $20.7 billion.⁵

Mobile health applications vary widely in terms of scope and functionality: some are simply medical dictionaries, allowing users to understand health-related terminology,⁶ while others perform a more complex task for the user, such as scanning over-the-counter drug bar codes to check for medication interactions.⁷ These applications also target different consumers. Some applications are

---

² Id.
³ See id.
⁵ Rupp, supra note 4.
geared towards the general public,8 some specifically to doctors,9 and others to both.10 The variety and complexity among these types of applications—which can operate on multiple mobile devices, from iPhones or Androids to iPad tablets—highlight the difficulties involved in regulating mobile applications.

Due in part to the novelty of the field and in part to the difficulty of promulgating regulations in general, the federal government has not typically regulated mobile apps. In September 2013, in response to confusion among application developers over regulation of mobile apps, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA or the Agency) published its Final Guidance for Mobile Medical Applications to explain its plans to regulate this quickly evolving industry.11 Under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA or the Act), the FDA has the statutory authority to regulate “medical devices,”12 a term that is broadly defined and includes “mobile medical applications.”13 The Final Guidance explained that the FDA will regulate mobile applications with a soft touch, limiting its regulatory oversight to “only those mobile apps that [qualify as] medical devices and whose functionality could pose a risk to a patient’s safety if the mobile app were to not function as intended.”14 The FDA termed this subset of mobile health applications “mobile medical applications.”15 Ultimately, the FDA is expected to actively

10. See, e.g., AsthmaMD, http://www.asthmamd.org (last visited Mar. 20, 2015) (allowing users to track their asthma activity and share these activities with their physicians to be included in their medical records).
13. See infra text accompanying note 15.
14. FINAL GUIDANCE, supra note 11, at 13 (emphasis added).
15. See id. “Medical mobile application” (or “medical mobile app”) is a term of art within the Final Guidance to describe applications that the FDA has determined qualify for regulation under its “medical device” regulatory authority. This is not to be confused with the term “medical health application” (or “medical health app”) used throughout this Note as a generic term for any mobile device application that serves a medical or health related function, irrespective of whether the application would qualify for regulation under the FDA’s “medical device” regulatory authority.
regulate less than twenty percent of all mobile health applications.16

The public response to the FDA’s Final Guidance has been mixed. Many experts have lauded the FDA’s restrained regulatory approach.17 Others, however, argue that the rule is still too restrictive on application developers.18 In February 2014, Senators Marco Rubio (R-Fla.), Deb Fischer (R-Neb.), and Angus King (I-Maine) proposed the Preventing Regulatory Overreach To Enhance Care Technology (PROTECT) Act19 to limit the FDA’s regulatory authority over mobile health applications and to assign oversight of many applications to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), an agency without regulatory authority.20 More specifically, NIST does not have authorization to actively regulate applications, and would not have the subpoena power necessary to investigate wrongdoing for any non-medical software or to criminally enforce existing regulations.21 Thus, even after the FDA issued its 2013 Final Guidance, policy makers continue to disagree as to the proper regulatory approach for mobile health applications.

This Note argues that although the 2013 Final Guidance is a good first step in balancing innovation and protecting users from unsafe mobile health applications, to aid in the successful implementation of the Final Guidance the FDA should adopt a two-

---


20. See Farr, supra note 17; Press Release, King, Fischer Introduce Legislation to Protect Jobs, supra note 19.

21. Under the PROTECT Act, the FDA would retain authority over “medical software.” See Stephanie Zeppa & Lauren Lewis, Mobile Medical App Regulations on the Move —Proposed Bills to Further Alter the Regulatory Landscape of Mobile Medical Applications, SHEPPARD MULLIN HEALTHCARE L. BLOG (Mar. 31, 2014), http://www.sheppardmullin.com/2014/03/articles/other/mobile-medical-app-regulations-on-the-move-proposed-bills-to-further-alter-the-regulatory-landscape-of-mobile-medical-applications/; Farr, supra note 17 (“We are extremely concerned that this bill will deregulate a broad swath of medical devices that rely on software and will create opportunities for rampant ‘gaming’ to avoid regulation.”).
pronged approach: (1) a pre-market notification program and (2) a mobile medical application database. The argument will proceed as follows: Part I will examine the breadth of the mobile health application market and explain that in order to be effective, the FDA’s regulatory scheme must be able to adjust to an ever-changing market. This ability to evolve is essential to balance consumer safety and innovation. Part II will demonstrate that the FDCA provides clear statutory authority for the FDA to regulate a wide range of mobile health applications. Part III will contend that, while the 2013 FDA Final Guidance is a step in the right direction, it leaves both the FDA and application developers with minimal ability to anticipate future regulatory changes. Finally, Part IV will argue that implementing a pre-market notification program and a mobile medical application database would remove current and future uncertainty and better address safety concerns in this emerging market.

I. MOBILE HEALTH APPLICATIONS

Since the Ericsson GS88 launched in 1997, smartphones have developed far beyond simple telephonic functions and transformed into handheld computers. The first smartphones combined the functions of a personal digital assistant (PDA) with a mobile phone. For example, smartphones were equipped with calendars, lists, and other task-oriented applications. “Later models added the functionality of portable media players, low-end compact digital cameras, pocket video cameras, and GPS navigation [systems] to form one [unified] multi-use device.”

The true advent of mobile applications (“applications” or “apps,” as they are known today) did not occur until shortly after Apple Inc. developed the iPhone in 2007. That summer, instead of restricting iPhone application development to its own in-house developers, Apple opened the floodgates for anyone—from a multi-

24. See id.
billion dollar company to a teenager in her parents’ basement—to create a mobile application.27 This shift led to the previously unimaginable proliferation of applications that exists in the marketplace today.28 Within the first year, Apple’s “App Store” offered 50,000 iPhone applications.29 That number increased to 225,000 in 2010, and as of October 2014 is over 1.3 million.30 Similarly, the App Store’s main competitor, Google’s Android Market, offers many similar applications for Android smartphones. Today, the Android Market offers over 1.5 million mobile applications.31

A. The Mobile Health Application Paradox

Mobile health applications present a difficult regulatory dilemma. On the one hand, by increasing the amount of health information available to consumers, these applications can help patients take control of their health and improve the delivery of medical care. For example, the University of Cambridge recently developed an application, Colorimetrix, which allows physicians to remotely monitor their patient’s conditions, including diabetes, kidney disease, and urinary tract infections.32 After the patient uses a urine test strip, the application—not the physician—instantly analyzes a picture of the strip and generates a medical report.33 Subsequently, this medical report and diagnosis can be emailed to a doctor for any necessary prescriptions.34 Applications like Colorimetrix provide an especially useful service for patients in remote areas, where access to physicians is limited and patients may not otherwise receive such treatment.35

28. See Krouse, supra note 26, at 733–35 (tracing the history of mobile applications and attributing the increase in mobile apps to a rise in mobile device usage and the development of online app stores).
30. Id.
33. Id. Although reviewed by a physician, the application still plays a vital role in analyzing the urine strip and generating a medical report for the physician to utilize.
34. Id.
35. See Darrell West, How Mobile Devices are Transforming Healthcare, ISSUES IN TECH. INNOVATION, May 2012, at 1, 8, available at http://www.insidepolitics.org/brookingsreports/
However, these benefits also come with risks. Users who rely on applications to partially or completely replace a professional physician may receive substandard treatment as a result. First, the application may issue an inaccurate diagnosis. For example, the iTunes application store is flooded with skin cancer diagnostic applications that promise to “save your life!” The majority of these applications are relatively inexpensive because they rely on a mathematical algorithm based on self-evaluation (without a clinician) to alert the user of a skin cancer “diagnosis.” In a 2013 Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) study, a group of University of Pittsburgh dermatologists found that “three out of four smartphone applications incorrectly classified 30 percent or more of melanomas as unconcerning.” The study concluded that, “reliance on these applications, which are not subject to regulatory oversight, in lieu of medical consultation can delay the diagnosis of melanoma and harm users.”

Second, heavy reliance on medical diagnosis from mobile medical applications removes the possibility of secondary diagnoses. When a patient goes to see a physician for an ailment, the physician examines the patient’s overall health, including temperature, blood pressure, and other routine tests of vital signs. It is not difficult to imagine a situation where a patient goes to the physician for one ailment and leaves with a diagnosis for a second ailment lurking behind the same symptoms. A doctor would readily consider that second ailment, but a mobile app would necessarily miss it. Because mobile apps focus on a particular set of symptoms they may allow ailments to go undetected and undiagnosed.

---

37. See id.
38. See Iyatomi Hitoshi et al., An Improved Internet-based Melanoma Screening System with Dermatologist-like Tumor Area Extracting Algorithm, 32 COMPUTERIZED MED. IMAGING & GRAPHICS 566 (2008).
40. Id.
Today, over ninety percent of Americans have a mobile phone.\(^43\) Fifty-six percent of people have smartphones that can utilize the most current mobile health applications.\(^44\) This figure rose from only nineteen percent just three years ago.\(^45\) Further, the percentage of the population with constant access to the Internet will continue to increase. Such “connected” Americans plan to use their mobile phones to monitor their health: today, according to a survey by CTIA and Harris Interactive, seventy-eight percent of Americans are interested in mobile health tools\(^46\) and twenty-three percent believe that mobile health could replace doctor visits entirely.\(^47\) By 2015, an estimated 500 million people worldwide will use a mobile health app.\(^48\) This proliferation of use raises two competing concerns with mobile health apps: How can the government (1) promote increased access to mobile health solutions while (2) protecting consumers from the serious risks these applications may present?

### B. Low-Risk vs. Medium- or High-Risk Applications

The best way to understand the capabilities of mobile health applications—and the health concerns that may require FDA regulation—is through examples. Some health applications, such as electronic health records or fitness apps, pose a low-health risk.\(^49\) Other apps, such as those that directly involve diagnosis and treatment of patients, can pose a much higher health risk.\(^50\) This already blurry conceptual line will likely become even more obscure as technology advances. Moreover, this definitional difficulty creates a regulatory paradox for the FDA.

---

\(^{43}\) Lee Rainie, Cell Phone Ownership Hits 91% of Adults, Pew Research Ctr. (June 6, 2013), http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2013/06/06/cell-phone-ownership-hits-91-of-adults/.

\(^{44}\) See id.


\(^{46}\) Id. at 2.

\(^{47}\) Id. at 2–3.


\(^{49}\) See Diana, supra note 18.

\(^{50}\) See Pho, supra note 48.
Low-risk applications generally “store, organize, or track health information, or provide general disease management or health recommendations.” Such apps allow the user (generally the patient) to read about a medical condition or treatment, input his or her own data, and gather resources to make more informed decisions. Some examples of these applications include:

- **Epocrates**—which allows the user to review drug prescription and safety information, check potentially harmful drug-to-drug interactions, and identify a pill by its physical characteristics (e.g. color, size, etc.) and imprinted symbol. Epocrates has more than one million active users, including fifty percent of physicians in the United States.

- **LactMed**—which aggregates all drugs and dietary supplements that may affect breastfeeding, includes information on the levels of such substances in breast milk and infant blood, and lists possible adverse effects in the nursing infant. LactMed was developed by the National Library of Medicine’s Toxicology Data Network.

- **Microdex Drug Reference**—which purports to contain the “most trusted drug information” of any health and wellness application, including generic names, therapeutic class, black box warnings, dosages, adverse effects, and more.

- **MyFitnessPal**—which maintains a database of over five million foods and allows users to track their daily calorie intake.

Because of the limited capabilities of these apps, there is little risk that a user will be misinformed in a harmful way.

---


52. See id.


In contrast to these low-risk apps, those that aim to replace the decision-making processes normally performed by medical professionals have the potential to present greater health risks, and transform an innocuous mobile device into a medical device that the FDA should monitor.\textsuperscript{58} Some examples of these applications include:

- **Instant Heart Rate**—which takes the user’s heart rate by allowing the user to place her finger over the camera for several seconds.\textsuperscript{59} The application acts as a medical “pulse oximeter” by tracking color changes in the light that passes through the user’s finger.\textsuperscript{60}

- **EyeNetra**—which purports to perform an eye exam from the user’s phone.\textsuperscript{61} The application, developed by researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, requires an add-on piece\textsuperscript{62} through which the user is instructed to look; EyeNetra will then indicate if the user is nearsighted, farsighted, or has astigmatism.

- **Isabel App**—which allows the user to enter symptoms and search a database of over 6,000 diseases.\textsuperscript{63} While “not designed to provide a diagnosis . . . [Isabel will] provide you with a list of likely diagnoses to consider when you have doubt.”\textsuperscript{64}

- **iStethoscope**—which allows users to record their heartbeats and see their heart waveforms by “turn[ing] your iPhone into a stethoscope.”\textsuperscript{65} iStethoscope can also display a phonocardiograph or send the recording and images to anyone, like a doctor, through email.

Although it may appear easy to separate these classes of applications, the dividing line between low- and medium- or high-risk applications becomes more complicated by how patients actually

\textsuperscript{58} See Sidley Update, FDA Says it Will Not Actively Regulate, supra note 51.


\textsuperscript{60} Id.

\textsuperscript{61} Eye Exam? There’s An App For That: Think of Device As ‘Thermometer for the Eye, ABC 7 NEWS DENVER (Oct. 4, 2010), http://www.thedenverchannel.com/lifestyle/health/eye-exam-there’s-an-app-for-that.

\textsuperscript{62} The add-on piece costs two dollars. Id.


\textsuperscript{64} Id.

use the applications. Some facially low-risk applications provide
users with information that informs their subsequent self-treatment,
transforming seemingly innocuous applications into medium- or
high-risk applications. For example, Cures A-Z is an application that
purports to be a “free Comprehensive Medicine specialist in your
pocket!” The application contains a complete list of health condi-
tions and their treatments in order for users to self-manage an
illness. While at first glance this application appears to be a low-risk
application, this categorization could shift if patients self-diagnose
and self-manage their illnesses based on information collected from
the application. As one user commented, “this app has provided . . .
ways that I can help myself instead of running to the doc . . .” Thus,
patients can use this information not simply for their own
knowledge, but to actually diagnose and treat their ailments. Accord-
ingly, a successful regulatory scheme should not rely on strictly
risk-based categories; instead, it should account for the fact that pa-
tients may use applications in ways developers did not anticipate.

II. THE FDCA: FDA’S STATUTORY AUTHORITY OVER MOBILE
MEDICAL APPLICATIONS

The term “FDA regulated medical device” evokes images of med-
ical hardware, X-ray machines, pacemakers, thermometers, and
stethoscopes, rather than a mobile phone application that reads
your heart rate. The FDCA, nevertheless, grants the FDA the statu-
tory authority to regulate all of these products—both hardware and
software intended for use in diagnosing, curing, mitigating, treat-

(last visited Mar. 20, 2015).
a-z/id297648638?mt=8 (last visited Mar. 20, 2015).
68. See Krouse, supra note 26, at 743.
69. See generally Is The Product a Medical Device?, U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN., http://www
.fda.gov/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/overview/classifyyourdevice/ucm05
1512.htm [hereinafter Medical Devices].
70. See Instant Heart Rate, supra note 59.
72. See id. § 321(h).
73. See Richard A. Merrill, The Architecture of Government Regulation of Medical Products, 82
VA. L. REV. 1753, 1754 (1996) (explaining that it is “virtually impossible to market a new
medical product without FDA’s review and concurrence”); Judith A. Johnson, CONG. RE-
The FDA’s authority to regulate medical devices and software has evolved incrementally. In 1906, Congress created the FDA when it enacted the first major federal law governing therapeutic drugs.\(^{74}\) At this point, beyond dental tools, the medical device industry included few products intended for prolonged application to, much less installation in, the human body.\(^{75}\) Further, physician tools, limited to instruments like stethoscopes, did not pose risks beyond those associated with careless or untrained use.\(^{76}\) As a result, medical devices were not thought to be “appropriate candidates for federal regulation.”\(^{77}\)

During the Great Depression, social advocacy groups pioneered policies designed to protect consumers.\(^{78}\) These efforts included the 1938 Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the 1938 Act), which, for the first time, expanded FDA’s authority to include the regulation of medical devices.\(^{79}\) This expanded authority resulted in mixed success. In some instances, the FDA successfully contested the unproven therapeutic claims made by the creators and marketers of several “quack” devices, like the “Halox Therapeutic Generator” and the “Electreat Mechanical Heart.”\(^{80}\) However, the FDA still “had no authority to require the manufacturer of any device to prove the safety, much less the effectiveness, of its product.”\(^{81}\) This lack of regulatory authority stymied many of the FDA’s efforts to

\(^{74}\) See James Harvey Young, The Medical Messiahs: A Social History of Health Quackery in Twentieth-Century America 54, 242 (1967) (noting that the definition of drug in 1906 law left a large loophole for devices and that as a result, though “[d]evice quackery was ancient in America, ... not until the 1938 law did the FDA secure authority to act against it.”); Rodney R. Munsey, Trends and Events in FDA Regulation of Medical Devices Over the Last Fifty Years, 50 Food & Drug L. J. 163, 163 (1995) (noting the link between the rise in “quack medical devices” and congressional consideration of increasing the FDA’s regulatory authority).

\(^{75}\) See S. Rep. No. 94–33, at 2–3 (1975) (cataloging some such items).

\(^{76}\) See Merrill, supra note 73, at 1801.

\(^{77}\) See id.


\(^{79}\) Id.

\(^{80}\) See United States v. 22 Devices, More or Less, Halox Therapeutic Generator, 98 F. Supp. 914, 917–18 (S.D. Cal. 1951) (condemning devices as misbranded); United States v. 6 Devices, “Electreat Mech. Heart,” 38 F. Supp. 236, 238 (W.D. Mo. 1941) (condemning the “Mechanical Heart” as misbranded); see also United States v. One Device, Intended for Use as a Colonic Irrigator, 160 F.2d 194, 200 (10th Cir. 1947) (sustaining action against “Tox-Elminator”).

remove products with no value in the prevention or treatment of disease.82

The FDA began to push for stronger regulatory authority over medical devices in the 1960s with the introduction of highly sophisticated medical technologies.83 The FDA perceived the need for regulatory authority over leg braces and wheel chairs quite differently from artificial joints and heart pacemakers, which presented very different regulatory considerations.84 In 1962, the FDA unsuccessfully lobbied Congress for an amendment to the FDCA that would have required pre-market proof of safety and effectiveness for medical devices. As a result of that failure, the Agency was left with only the 1938 Act’s minimal enforcement tools.85 Despite the failure of that amendment, a consensus grew among healthcare professionals, manufacturers, and FDA officials that the 1938 Act provided an inadequate framework to regulate medical devices.86

After nearly a decade of debate on the proper regulatory system,87 in 1976, Congress amended the FDCA with the Medical Device Amendments (MDA).88 The lengthy amendments89 broadly defined a medical device as:

“an instrument, apparatus, implement, machine, contrivance, implant, in vitro reagent, or other similar or related article, by the statute is the introduction into interstate commerce 'of any food, drug, device, or cosmetic that is adulterated or misbranded.’ ”

82. See Merrill, supra note 73, at 1803.
83. See id.
84. See id.
86. The FDA successfully used the 1938 Act’s expansive definition of “drug” to claim that certain diagnostic medical devices qualified as “new drugs” and required pre-market approval. For example, in United States v. An Article of Drug . . . Bacto-Unidisk . . . the Supreme Court upheld the FDA’s determination that an antibiotic sensitivity disk, a product that never came into contact with the patient’s body, was a “drug” subject to FDA regulation. 394 U.S. 784, 800 (1969); see Merrill, supra note 73, at 1805–06.
including any component, part, or accessory, which is . . . intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or other conditions, or in the cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease . . . or intended to affect the structure or function of the body.”

Analysis of this statutory definition often centers on the broad determination of an article’s “intended use.” To determine the intended use, the FDA looks at a product’s “labeling claims, advertising matter, or oral or written statements by [manufacturers] or their representatives.” Generally, an article—including software—is considered a medical device if it is intended for a medical purpose. The MDA, therefore, granted the FDA expansive regulatory power: the “intended use” modifier statutorily authorizes the FDA to regulate certain products based solely on their manufacturer’s advertising statements.

The FDA regulates medical devices based on a three-tiered risk analysis. Under this classification system, the Agency determines the amount of pre-market and post-market regulation required by the FDCA. The three levels of control are:

- **Class I** devices necessitate the least regulatory control. Producers of Class I devices can generally market those goods without any pre-market review. Examples of Class I devices include tongue depressors, elastic bandages, and examination gloves.

---

93. The regulatory language for medical devices and drugs is identical. However, the level of regulation is much less strict for most devices. Cf. id. (explaining that articles intended as health and wellness devices—like treadmills—are not regulated as medical devices).
95. Class I medical devices are only subject to “general controls” that include registration of the company and device, and tracking the company’s activities. See Regulatory Controls, supra note 94.
96. See id.
• **Class II** devices represent an intermediate level of risk, and the FDA requires manufacturers to submit device-specific "special controls." The FDA classified over half of the pre-1976 devices as Class II, including X-ray machines, powered wheelchairs, and acupuncture needles.

• **Class III** devices entail the greatest risk and generally require pre-market approval, a complex and expensive process that obligates the manufacturer to submit clinical data proving the device’s safety and effectiveness. This approval process resembles the procedures for new therapeutic drugs, which demonstrates the FDA’s view that medical devices can pose similar dangers to health. Examples of Class III devices include implantable pacemaker pulse generators and endosseous implants.

This three-tiered regulatory approach demonstrates a recognition of the need for a flexible, dynamic approach to medical device regulation. The regulatory scheme “calibrate[s] regulatory requirements to the risks and uncertainties presented by specific devices.” To this end, the MDA also gives the FDA the authority to set good manufacturing practice requirements for medical devices to ban worthless and dangerous products from the market, and to require notification, replacement, or refund by makers of defective products.

Although software is not expressly discussed in the FDCA, the FDA “has long considered software products to meet the definition of a device when [the software is] intended for use in diagnosing

---

98. Class II medical devices are subject to “general controls” and “special controls” that include: performance standards, post-market surveillance, patient registries, special labeling requirements, pre-market data requirements, and guidelines. See Regulatory Controls, supra note 94.

99. See Merrill, supra note 73, at 1815; Classification of Medical Devices, supra note 97.

100. See Medical Devices, supra note 69.

101. In 2012, the fees for pre-market notification were $4,717, whereas the costs for submitting a device for pre-market approval “can reach $1,000,000, plus user fees of an additional . . . $256,384 . . .” 21 C.F.R. § 880, available at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2008-02-08/html/E8-2325.htm.

102. See Merrill, supra note 73, at 1809.

103. See Medical Devices, supra note 69.

104. See Merrill, supra note 73, at 1806; see also Dep’t of Health, Educ., and Welfare, Study Group on Medical Devices, Medical Devices: A Legislative Plan (1970); Cooper, supra note 87.

105. See Merrill, supra note 73, at 1809.


107. Id. § 516.

108. Id. § 518.
and treating diseases and other conditions.” In 1989, the FDA first addressed its statutory authority over software. In its Draft Guidance for the Regulation of Computer Products, the Agency asserted: “To the extent that computer products used in medicine are intended to affect the diagnosis and treatment of patients and thus are medical devices, the [FDA] must provide reasonable assurance that these products are safe and effective.” While the FDA affirmatively declared its general statutory authority over software, the Agency announced that it would exercise enforcement discretion over many types of low-risk software, such as software that merely provided “traditional library . . . functions.” According to one commentator, Dale Cooke, Vice President and Group Director of Digitas Health, “When FDA asserts that it will exercise regulatory discretion [over software], it is stating that (it) has the legal authority to enforce regulations, but that it is choosing not to do so.” Thus, even if the FDA chooses not to actively regulate certain software, this does not detract from its broad authority to regulate software as medical devices.

The FDA’s historical approach to regulating stand-alone software emphasizes the Agency’s view that a more nuanced, lighter regulatory touch is appropriate. The 1989 Draft Guidance set a reserved regulatory approach to software; those standards stated that the FDA likely would not apply the FDCA to computer products “that are intended to involve competent human intervention before any impact on human health occurs.” Under this policy, the FDA exercises its discretion to withhold enforcement of the FDCA on such software as:

111. Id.
112. Id.
114. Certain software systems are statutorily exempted from the FDA’s device authority. See 21 C.F.R. § 807.65(c) (1993) (exempting general purpose software, like spreadsheet and word processing software); 21 C.F.R. § 807.65(d) (exempting software manufactured by medical practitioners solely for their own practices); 21 C.F.R. § 807.65(f) (exempting software intended solely for use in nonclinical research, teaching, and analysis).
software intended only for use to perform traditional “library” functions, such as storage, retrieval, and dissemination of medical information; 

• software intended only for use in general accounting or communication functions; and

• software intended for educational purposes rather than for diagnosis or treatment.\textsuperscript{116}

Conversely, the FDA applied the FDCA to software like laboratory information systems (LIS), as well as picture archiving and communications systems (PACS).\textsuperscript{117}

The FDA never codified or formalized the 1989 Draft Guidance.\textsuperscript{118} In fact, in 2005 the Agency withdrew the 1989 Draft Guidance, and reiterated its longstanding policy that because of the “history, complexity, and diversity of computer systems and controlling software, it would be impractical to adopt one ‘software’ or ‘computer’ policy to address all computer and software medical devices.”\textsuperscript{119} The Agency continues to apply its general three-tiered risk analysis to these devices, which classifies different software systems as Class I and II medical devices, yet never as Class III devices.\textsuperscript{120} In summary, the regulatory question is not if the FDA has the statutory authority to regulate software, but rather how it can best utilize this authority to advance public health in relation to the rapidly evolving software of mobile health applications.

III. FDA Regulation of Mobile Applications

Since the first mobile health application reached the market in 1997, the FDA has regulated mobile applications as medical devices.\textsuperscript{121} Since 2008, when mobile applications became more
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pervasive and complex, the FDA started to develop a more defined regulatory scheme for this technology. In September 2013, the FDA announced a revised scheme in its 2013 Final Guidance. This Part explores the FDA’s historical approach to mobile applications and the Final Guidance, and identifies unanswered regulatory questions.

A. Early Enforcement of the FDCA for Mobile Applications

Early on, developers were uncertain about how the FDA would exercise its statutory authority to regulate mobile applications. The story of MIM Software clearly reflects this uncertainty. In 2008, immediately after the App Store launched, MIM Software created and uploaded the first medical application to the App Store: MobileMIM. MobileMIM allowed physicians to view CT, MRI, and PET scan images on an iPhone and thus to immediately “make diagnoses without having to be back at the workstation or wait for film.” Shortly thereafter, MIM Software pulled MobileMIM from the App Store due to regulatory concerns. According to Mark Cain, the Chief Technology Officer of MIM Software, the FDA’s regulatory authority forced MIM Software to cease distribution of MobileMIM: “We put [the app] out on the [App Store] for free on Day [One]. We knew that the FDA governs commercial distribution of devices so we thought a free app would not need approval. But when they found the app in the App Store, they ordered us to take it down.” Subsequently, in July 2008, MIM Software submitted


MobileMIM to the FDA for approval. According to Cain, “Within [one] week, there were a lot of questions and a lot of confusion. The FDA was confounded that [MIM developers] were not making hardware. The fact that it was a phone was confusing.”¹²⁸ Ultimately, in February 2011, after two years of dialogue between MIM Software and the FDA, the FDA approved MobileMIM.¹²⁹

B. The FDA’s Mobile Medical Application Guidance Documents

To clarify regulatory uncertainty, the FDA issues guidance documents to alert the medical field to the “FDA’s current [regulatory] thinking” as to how it intends to enforce its broad statutory authority.¹³⁰ The guidance documents “do not create or confer any rights for or on any person and do not operate to bind FDA or the public.”¹³¹ Rather, they signal the FDA’s current policy towards exercising enforcement discretion for various subsets of medical devices.¹³² Thus, guidance documents do not alter the FDA’s authority, which extends to the limits defined by the FDCA, and the FDA can at any point change its view on how to enforce the Act.¹³³ For mobile applications, the FDA issued its regulatory guidance in draft and final form: the 2011 Draft Guidance and the 2013 Final Guidance.

1. 2011 FDA Draft Guidance

In July 2011, the FDA released its Draft Guidance, setting forth a proposal to regulate mobile applications.¹³⁴ The FDA planned to regulate a subset of mobile applications that both (1) met the broad definition of a medical device and (2) served as an accessory to a “regulated medical device” or transformed a mobile platform into a “regulated medical device.”¹³⁵ The second requirement
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would include apps that (a) act as an accessory to a regulated medical device (e.g., remotely displaying data from a bedside monitor); (b) transform a mobile platform into a traditionally regulated medical device (e.g., an iPhone app that can perform the functions of a stethoscope); or (c) generate a patient-specific result, through formulae or processing algorithms that respond to user entered, patient-specific information. The FDA termed qualifying applications “mobile medical applications.”

The Agency received 130 responses when it released the Draft Guidance for public comment. Although some commenters praised the FDA’s willingness to exercise discretion to refrain from enforcement against some applications, industry stakeholders criticized the Draft Guidance for its lack of clarity. The Draft Guidance appeared to maintain the FDA’s active regulation of some apps that perform very basic clinical analysis, including merely automating simple and well-understood clinical calculations and algorithms. For example, an Apgar scoring application—used to quickly and summarily assess the health of a newborn child immediately after birth—would simply add together five variables that could range from 0–2, yet qualified for regulation under the Draft Guidance. One critic claimed that “requiring an app of this sort to comply with the host of regulatory requirements applicable to medical devices [is] excessive.” Likewise, part of the Draft Guidance tangled its own nomenclature. In one section, the Draft Guidance discussed mobile apps subject to enforcement discretion—or apps the FDA will not actively regulate—but then described those apps as “mobile medical apps,” which is the title the FDA gives to mobile apps the FDA would actively regulate.

Although the Draft Guidance recognized the unique characteristics of mobile applications and treaded lightly when enforcing the FDCA with respect to mobile medical apps, the Agency still retained oversight of health-related software. Rather than send a
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warning letter—the traditional FDA method of notifying a company that the Agency “considers one or more products . . . to be in violation of the [FDCA]”—the FDA proposed “exercising notable restraint by sending an ‘It Has Come to Our Attention Letter.’” For example, in May 2013, the FDA informed Biosense Technologies that its urinalysis app, uChek, qualified as a medical device because it performed the same task as a traditional medical device—urinalysis test system—albeit without the urinalysis dipstick. The app reads the user’s dipstick and tracks several parameters, such as glucose, pH, and protein levels, as seen in the user’s urine. The FDA’s letter advised Biosense that “any company intending to promote their device for use in analyzing, reading, and/or interpreting these dipsticks needs to obtain clearance for the entire urinalysis test system (i.e., the strip reader and the test strips, as used together).” However, the letter also indicated that the agency planned to approach enforcement in the area of medical applications in a measured fashion, taking a case-by-case approach. The FDA thus fulfilled its stated mission of notifying companies of potential regulatory obligations while withholding definitive decisions.

Overall, the Draft Guidance received praise for opening a dialogue between regulators and industry to try to help the FDA better understand the ever-developing mobile applications market.

2. 2013 FDA Final Guidance

After two years of review, which included consideration of scores of comments from medical experts, on September 25, 2013, the
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FDA released its Final Guidance for mobile medical applications.\textsuperscript{150} The FDA preserved the Draft Guidance’s basic approach of limiting active regulation to “mobile medical applications,” those mobile apps that can be used “as an accessory to a medical device already regulated by the FDA”\textsuperscript{151} or that “transform a mobile device into a medical device already regulated by the FDA.”\textsuperscript{152} The Final Guidance specified that the FDA would tailor regulatory mechanisms in accordance with the same categories used for other medical devices, namely as class I (general controls), class II (special controls in addition to general controls), or class III (pre-market approval).\textsuperscript{153}

To better define mobile medical applications, the Final Guidance included detailed appendices of three different categories of applications.\textsuperscript{154} The Final Guidance included these reference guides to help companies determine whether their application is subject to active FDA regulation. The first category includes those applications that the FDA does not classify as medical devices.\textsuperscript{155} As such, the FDA will not regulate these applications. These applications include those meant to serve as medical references for both physicians and patients (such as electronic medical dictionaries or textbooks), educational apps used by healthcare providers for medical training, or apps meant to facilitate medical office functions, such as scheduling doctor shifts or tracking insurance claim data.\textsuperscript{156}

The second category includes those applications that meet the definition of a medical device, but for which the FDA intends to refrain from regulating because the application poses a low risk to patient safety.\textsuperscript{157} For example, applications that provide supplemental clinical care through coaching or prompting to help patients manage their health—such as a reminder to the patient to exercise\textsuperscript{158}—will not face active FDA regulation.

The last category includes those applications that the FDA considers medical devices and that the FDA believes pose a significant risk of patient harm if they were to function improperly.\textsuperscript{159} These
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types of apps can either enable a mobile device to operate as a regulated medical device—e.g., use of sensors to measure certain bodily fluids—\(^{160}\) or enable a device to operate as a controller for a regulated medical device—e.g., a wireless remote for an X-ray machine.\(^ {161}\) The FDA intends that apps in this category will be subject to the same risk-based approach used by the agency to assess and regulate traditional medical devices.

As with traditional medical devices, the FDA’s approach to mobile applications is “focused on their functionality” or “intended use.”\(^ {162}\) In general, if a mobile app is intended to perform a medical device function,\(^ {163}\) it is a medical device, regardless of the platform on which it is run.\(^ {164}\) For example, several mobile applications run on smartphones to analyze and interpret EKG waveforms to detect heart function irregularities.\(^ {165}\) The FDA will treat these applications like analogous software running on a desktop computer, which falls under purview of 21 CFR § 870.2340 (“Electrocardiograph”). The FDA intends to apply its regulatory oversight to only those mobile apps that, “are medical devices and whose functionality could pose a risk to a patient’s safety if the mobile app were to not function as intended.”\(^ {166}\)

Ultimately, the Final Guidance is a progressive regulatory scheme because of its reserved approach. That is, the FDA chose to exercise enforcement discretion—or non-enforcement—with respect to the vast majority of mobile applications, “focus[ing] its regulatory oversight on a subset of mobile medical [applications] that present a greater risk to patients if they do not work as intended.”\(^ {167}\) Demonstrating this, between the February 2011 Draft Guidance and September 2013 Final Guidance,\(^ {168}\) FDA approved approximately
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40 mobile medical applications. This number, compared to the over 40,000 mobile health applications made available to consumers, shows FDA’s hesitancy to strongly regulate mobile applications.

3. Ambiguity in the Risk-Based Regulatory Scheme

Although the 2013 Final Guidance has been lauded by many industry experts for its prudent regulatory approach, its risk-based regulatory scheme does not clearly define the apps that the FDA will actively regulate. The Final Guidance states that the FDA will actively regulate any app that “could pose a risk to a patient’s safety” if the app failed, but it will not actively regulate apps that “pose a low risk to patients.” However, the Final Guidance failed to address the distinction between a mobile medical app that poses a low risk (i.e., non-active FDA enforcement) and an app that poses a risk to the patient’s safety (i.e., active FDA enforcement). Understanding this distinction is essential for app developers to determine whether an app in the idea-stage may come under future FDA regulation.

To clarify this distinction, Appendix B in the Final Guidance includes approximately twenty examples of applications that qualify as medical devices, but which the FDA does not intend to actively regulate. For example, the FDA will not actively regulate “mobile apps that help asthmatics track inhaler usage, asthma episodes experienced, location of user at the time of an attack, or environmental triggers of asthma attacks.” While helpful, the small quantity of examples offers limited help and will only be less helpful going forward, as apps constantly evolve.

The ultimate ability of the Final Guidance to properly balance innovation and safety will depend on the clarity of the distinction
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between an app that presents a risk and a low risk. Currently, this is a difficult proposition, as a single application can be used in a variety of ways. For example, as a commentator observed, “a scale that displays an individual’s weight has an extremely low inherent risk if the individual is merely using the data for personal wellness purposes, yet the same display of the same data may have a moderate or high inherent risk if the patient is required to notify a healthcare provider when their weight reaches a certain point.” Ultimately, idea-stage innovators must be able to confidently predict the risk classification of an application in order to assess its economic feasibility.

IV. The Proposed Reform

At this stage, the risk-based regulatory scheme presents unavoidable ambiguities. The mobile health application market appeared and took-off almost overnight, and will continue to evolve at an unimaginable pace. Applications advanced significantly from those available just a few years ago: for example, compare the DoctorCalc’s Medical Calculator, which provides users with hundreds of clinical equations such as Body Mass Index (BMI) and weight conversions, with Philips’ COPD application, which transmits the user’s heart rhythm from a patch to their iPhone and then instantly uploads the data to a cloud-based healthcare data management hub for the user’s doctor. In all likelihood, the capabilities of mobile medical apps today will pale in comparison to apps developed only a few years from now.

To catch and keep up with this rapidly evolving market, the FDA must engage with developers in the mobile application market. To do this, and to bolster its 2013 Final Guidance, the FDA should (1) transform the FDA’s little-used section 513(g) Request Program into a mandatory pre-market notification program for all mobile health applications and (2) use these pre-market notifications to create a public database for the FDA to post enforcement determinations. This database would then both serve as an expansive list of

examples for developers to identify apps the FDA has declined to actively regulate and allow doctors to publish feedback on mobile applications. This Part will outline the proposal and explain how such reform will allow the FDA to successfully implement its Final Guidance, and simultaneously avoid increased regulation.

A. First Prong: Pre-market Notification Program

The first prong of this reform—the requirement for all mobile health application developers to submit pre-market notification to the FDA—alters a seldom-used option available to mobile health app developers. Under section 513(g) of the FDCA, medical device manufacturers can receive feedback from the FDA regarding the classification and regulatory requirements that may apply to their proposed medical device. That provision states:

Within sixty days of the receipt of a written request of any person for information respecting the class in which a device has been classified or the requirements applicable to a device under this [Act], the Secretary shall provide such a person a written statement of the classification (if any) of such device and the requirements of this [Act] applicable to the device.

The pre-market notification program would transform this voluntary program into a mandatory pre-market notification program, but remove the requirement that the FDA respond to every submission. Before a developer markets any mobile medical application, he would need to submit a section 513(g) request. The submission must include (a) a cover letter, (b) a description of the app, (c) a description of what the app is to be used for, and (d) any proposed labeling or promotional material for the app and, as applicable, any labeling or promotional material of a similar, legally marketed app, if available. 

The pre-market notification program is not the same as pre-market approval. Pre-market approval is a formal determination by the FDA of the safety and effectiveness of an application. This is a
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very expensive and slow process. Rather, the pre-market notification program would provide the FDA with a quick, informal first look at mobile health applications before developers begin to market them. Within sixty days, the FDA would provide two responses to the application innovator. First, the FDA would determine if the application qualifies as a medical device. Over time it would become more obvious which applications qualify as medical devices, and the overwhelming majority of responses would therefore be “yes.” Second, the FDA would determine whether it intends to actively regulate the specific application. If the Agency determines that it would decline to actively regulate the application, then the innovator would have fulfilled his FDA reporting obligations (as long as no alterations take place). If the Agency decides to actively regulate the application, then the FDA would help guide the innovator through the next step: classifying the app as a Class I, II, or III device.

The FDA will better protect patients from unsafe applications by transforming the voluntary pre-market notification program into a mandatory program for mobile applications. First, the pre-market notification will allow the FDA to effectively implement the risk-based enforcement discretion announced in the 2013 Final Guidance. The risk-based system intends to balance innovation and patient safety, however, as discussed above, the FDA did not clearly define and distinguish app characteristics that present “a risk” or a “low risk.” This lack of clarity makes applying the system extremely challenging, if not impossible, in an industry that “is constantly evolving and requires the FDA to continually balance interests of patient safety and technological innovation in its regulation of these devices.” In the two years after the issuance of the Draft Guidance, the FDA attempted to clearly define this distinction, and in the Final Guidance the Agency only provided current examples as guideposts for future innovators. As this technology develops, these guideposts will become outdated and thus cease to be useful. The FDA must fully understand the entire mobile health application landscape to reset and evolve these guideposts. The pre-
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market notification program would force the industry to educate the FDA on this new, ever-evolving market.

Second, the FDA would take an active role in assisting app developers as they navigate the FDCA requirements. The question facing the vast majority of app developers in the early stage is not whether their app will qualify as a medical device, but rather whether the FDA will use enforcement discretion or classify the app as a Class I, II, or III device. This presents a challenging inquiry for developers, which becomes more complicated because most app developers are not repeat players in the FDA’s regulatory world. Confronting Agency oversight, particularly in this context, promises a new and challenging experience. First-time innovators may not even think that their application behooves direct FDA regulation, or they may find the process intimidating and opt to abandon development of a new app. To help alleviate this confusion, the pre-market notification program would provide a process for the FDA to assist application developers determine which regulatory requirements apply to their applications.

Likewise, the pre-market notification program would support the FDA’s preference to educate and work with app developers—many of whom have never worked with the FDA—rather than take punitive enforcement action against many applications. As discussed above, the FDA used a tempered approach with Biosense Technologies and its urinalysis app uCheck. Rather than send a warning letter—the traditional FDA response to notify a company that the agency “considers one or more products . . . to be in violation of the [FDCA]”—the FDA “exercised notable restraint by sending an ‘It Has Come to Our Attention Letter.’” Subsequently, the FDA
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opened a line of communication with Biosense to discuss the evolving regulatory status of uChek and other related applications.\(^{195}\) The pre-market notification program would similarly open dialogue between the FDA and industry to the benefit of both sides.

The current FDA process for the approval of traditional medical devices sharply contrasts with the lack of information available for prospective mobile application developers. In the early stages of development, a prospective traditional device developer can use nine databases to quickly determine their device’s classification, including a CDRH tool titled “Classify Your Medical Device.”\(^{196}\) For mobile app developers, these tools are virtually nonexistent.\(^{197}\) Commentators have complained that the publicly available “510(k) summaries” for the apps that the Agency has approved provide “little information of practical use for developing a comprehensive data package to support clearance of a later [filing].”\(^{198}\) Further, even if an app maker can determine with confidence what device classification covers its app, it will still face a significant challenge in determining what data it will need to submit to support a marketing filing.\(^{199}\) The FDA maintains hundreds of device-specific guidelines to help traditional device developers determine the proper data development necessary to support their submissions.\(^{200}\) Conversely, beyond the Final Guidance, there are no device-specific guidelines for mobile apps.

Critics might claim that pre-market notification should remain voluntary, as it is currently constructed under section 513(g), because any increase in the FDA’s involvement could stymie app development.\(^{201}\) Regulatory hurdles—and potentially costly ones at that—may dissuade developers from pursuing new applications.\(^{202}\) However, this result is unlikely. One of the major benefits of this program to developers, educating the FDA, depends on developers
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using the program, and would encourage rather than dampen innovation and entrepreneurialism. Currently, very few medical device developers opt to use the voluntary program, which costs the applicant $2,900. For mobile application developers, only highly cautious, responsible parties with deep pockets will utilize this tool. Irresponsible developers—who are of the most concern to the FDA—are the least likely to opt into the voluntary section 513(g) program. This internal contradiction exposes the inadequacy of the current program; it merely sets the FDA’s mind at ease and does not actually protect the public from harm.

Furthermore, regulatory certainty serves as a critical condition for innovation. As one legal commentator noted: “Confusion around whether a particular app will be regulated is simply sand in the gears of commerce, keeping the software development machine from reaching its full potential.” In February 2014, at the direction of Congress, the FDA organized a working group to discuss the 2013 Final Guidance. The 29-person working group was geographically diverse and included patients, doctors, innovators, venture capital investors, and healthcare third-party payers. In its final analysis, the group’s suggested improvements called for the FDA “doing a better job of explaining the existing legal requirements.” As one commentator put it, “[t]he problem isn’t the [FDCA].” The group pointed to the FDA and to its enforcement decisions, as the most qualified actor to determine the nuances of the mobile application market. As the same commentator noted: “The devil is in the details, and innovators need those details to be
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able to make business decisions. One of the biggest challenges that innovators have in this space is the presently opaque regulatory system.” As a result of the group’s conclusions, on March 19, 2014, a bipartisan group of senators sent a letter to the FDA, urging the FDA to further clarify its Final Guidance “to avoid stakeholder confusion over how a wider range of medical software might be appropriately regulated.” The pre-market notification program will seek to resolve this lack of clarity and certainty surrounding medical software regulation. Direct work with all developers, not only the responsible ones that opt into the current voluntary program, will allow the FDA to better understand mobile apps and clearly define its regulatory scheme.

In the absence of further clarification, Congress could push harder for a more extreme result—removing the FDA’s statutory authority to regulate mobile medical applications. In February 2014, Senator Marco Rubio introduced a bill titled The Preventing Regulatory Overreach to Enhance Care Technology (PROTECT) Act of 2014, which would amend section 201(h) of the FDCA to clarify that the term “medical device” does not include clinical software or health software such as mobile medical applications.

Instead of the FDA, the PROTECT Act would charge the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) with oversight over digital health products. However, as one commentator noted, “[the] NIST is not a regulatory body with the power to investigate wrongdoing. It is a federal body that works with the industry to develop and apply technology, measurements, and standards.”

This “nuclear option” could have disastrous consequences for the industry and consumers alike. Developers may need to comply with new NIST standards. According to the same commentator, “[i]n the past, [creating new standards] has entrenched the incumbents but hindered startups, as this certification process costs a lot
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of money." The strongest lobbyists, representing the largest developers, would push for incumbent-friendly regulations. Bradley Merrill Thompson, a Washington, D.C.-based attorney who advises the FDA on this subject, calls the proposed bill a "meat cleaver" that would do a lot of damage to the regulation of mobile medical applications. He asserts that the PROTECT Act "is a colossally bad idea, both for patients who would be put at risk, but also for [an] industry that would be dragged down by apps that don’t work and destroy the credibility for the industry." Thus, this nuclear option should be avoided at all costs. The pre-market notification system may sufficiently convince members of Congress that they do not need to enact such an extreme bill, as increased industry-agency dialogue would further cement the FDA’s legitimacy in regulating mobile medical applications.

B. Second Prong: Mobile Medical Application Database

The second prong of this reform—establishing a public database for the FDA to disclose its enforcement discretion determinations and for doctors to provide feedback on mobile applications—would be an important step to ensure post-market surveillance of mobile medical applications. The second prong does not provide a substitute for the first prong, but rather it depends on the first prong. The breadth and usefulness of the database would rely on an FDA mandate that requires all mobile health app developers to submit a pre-market notification. Additionally, the database would allow physicians and users to submit adverse events to the FDA. Importantly, this public database would increase physicians’—and subsequently patients’—trust in mobile medical applications as a safe and effective healthcare tool. A recent poll of 250 doctors found that forty-two percent will not prescribe mobile apps to patients because of the lack of regulatory oversight. The database could alleviate this unease.

Post-market surveillance would increase physician faith in mobile apps for two reasons: first, it would help ensure the FDA learns of
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faulty apps, even if the risk only becomes apparent after market entry. The FDA observed this trend in reports about adverse events associated with pharmaceutical drugs: “unexpected and sometimes serious safety problems can emerge once a product goes to market and is used by millions of people.”221 This concern may be exacerbated for mobile medical apps, where the FDA emphasizes a light pre-market regulatory touch, as compared to the heavy pre-market regulation of drugs.222 Second, a risk-based regulatory scheme necessitates an adaptive risk analysis. Mobile technology and app development are constantly changing. “What stands today could change tomorrow.”223 The mobile medical apps available in 2008 look very different from the apps available in 2014. And the same will be true in 2020. As a result, for the FDA to maintain a risk-based regulatory scheme, it must receive user input to adjust its pre-market risk analysis as new technology develops. The FDA’s pre-market risk analysis is prospective, based on existing technology. Thus, user data—and the subsequent recalibration of mobile app risk analysis—are necessary if the FDA intends to conduct effective risk analysis and properly protect consumers from unsafe mobile apps.

Creating an FDA public database is not a novel idea. For post-marketing safety surveillance of all approved drug and therapeutic biologic products, the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER)224 maintains the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS).225 This computerized information database allows physicians and consumers alike to voluntarily report any adverse events and medication errors that might occur with these marketed products.226 FAERS empowers the FDA to monitor new safety concerns related to a marketed product, evaluate a manufacturer’s compliance with reporting regulations, and respond to outside requests.

---

222. See Premarket Approval, supra note 182 (describing the onerous pre-market approval process for pharmaceutical drugs).
224. CDER is a division of the FDA that monitors most drugs as defined in the FDCA. See About the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research, U.S. FOOD & DRUG ADMIN. (Dec. 9, 2014), http://www.fda.gov/aboutfda/centersoffices/officeofmedicalproductsandtobacco/cder/default.htm.
226. Id.
for information.\textsuperscript{227} The results of this infrastructure can be powerful: voluntary reports of severe and sometimes fatal conditions led to the market removal of the nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug Duract (bromfenac) in 1998 and the antibiotic Zyvox (linezolid) in 2000, both within months of the drugs’ market approvals.\textsuperscript{228} As the FDA put it, “the bottom line: voluntary and mandatory reporting plays an important role in the FDA’s postmarket safety monitoring.”\textsuperscript{229}

Moreover, this database would help early-stage innovators to quickly ascertain how their app may be classified before they submit a pre-market notification. As described above, currently there are no resources available for entrepreneurs to proactively educate themselves on potential regulatory requirements.\textsuperscript{230} As one entrepreneur put it, “[q]uite bluntly [the FDA] need[s] to be more entrepreneur friendly.”\textsuperscript{231} Sophisticated mobile medical app development requires investment. In a pitch to a venture capitalist, the innovator must be able to project whether or not the FDA will regulate the app, as this can dramatically affect the necessary investment and extend associated timelines.\textsuperscript{232} The mobile medical app database would contain robust data on how the FDA has approached previous applications, thereby helping innovators anticipate potential regulatory obligations. A mobile medical app database would provide app developers with an equivalent tool to what the FDA already provides traditional medical device developers.

\textbf{Conclusion}

Creating and maintaining a regulatory scheme that protects the public from unsafe mobile medical applications and simultaneously promotes innovation is a significant undertaking. Although the FDA’s 2013 Final Guidance is a positive first step towards regulating mobile medical applications, the FDA needs to do more. As the technology continues to develop, the FDA must continue to work directly with all actors—including innovators, doctors, and patients—to keep pace. To assist in this effort, the FDA should adopt a pre-market notification program and mobile medical application
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database. This Note recommends two interrelated solutions to help the FDA keep its finger on the pulse of the mobile medical application market, while not stymieing growth and development. The FDA will, thus, ensure that this burgeoning market can reach its peak potential.